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Abstract: Floating structures have been proposed
to support offshore wind turbines in deep water,
where environmental forcing could subject the ro-
tor to meaningful angular displacements in both pre-
cession and nutation, offering design challenges be-
yond conventional bottom-founded structures. This
paper offers theoretical developments underlying an
efficient methodology to compute large-angle rigid
body rotations of a floating wind turbine in the time
domain. One set of Euler angles is introduced to
describe spatial rotations of a combined tower-RNA
(rotor nacelle assembly) as a single rigid body; nec-
essary transformations are developed to enable in-
clusion of structural motions in computation of envi-
ronmental loading. A worked example of a floating
wind turbine subject to wind and waves is presented.
More recent work has built upon this work by apply-
ing a second set of Euler angles to describe motion of
the RNA to assess the dynamic effects of the spinning
rotor; present initiatives are to expand the method
to the general motion of n rigid bodies.

1. Introduction and Background: Environ-
mental, aesthetic and political pressures continue to
push for siting offshore wind turbines beyond sight
of land, where waters tend to be deeper, and use of
floating structures is likely to be considered. Highly
compliant floating support structures allowing large
angular displacements are likely to be very cost-
competitive for deep water. These floating towers,
or very tall flexible ones, will be more compliant to
wind and waves, making computation of structural
dynamics both more challenging and more important
to the design process. This paper offers a theoretical
basis for calculation of large angular displacements
of floating wind turbines. Three Euler angles asso-
ciated with tower motion are used to establish the
Euler dynamics equations, in which the order of the
angular rotations are explicitly considered. In addi-

tion to accurate computation of large-angle displace-
ments, Euler’s rotational coordinate system enables
considerable engineering insight into rotational dy-
namics, and can enable rotational inertia to be un-
coupled from translational. For these reasons, the
Euler dynamic equations have been widely applied
to rotational bodies, including attitude motion of
space vehicle (e.g. [1]) and rolling motion of the ship
(e.g. [2]).

The five main contributions of this paper are: 1)
application of the Euler dynamic equations to com-
pute dynamic motions of a floating wind turbine, 2)
application of a 3-1-3 sequence form of the Euler dy-
namic equations that separates rotation of the body
from rotation of the coordinate system to simplify
derivations and improve efficiency, 3) selection of a
translating-rotating coordinate system originating at
the center of mass to simplify and uncouple the equa-
tions of motion, 4) development of the transforma-
tion matrices described by Euler angles between a
rotating Cartesian coordinate system, in which it is
convenient to compute dynamic motion, and a trans-
lating Cartesian system, in which it is convenient to
compute environmental forcing, and 5) a simplifica-
tion of the dynamic equations to only the two rota-
tional degrees of freedom most important to float-
ing turbines. The overall result is that time-domain
simulations can be completed more accurately than
through use of typical multi-DOF methods that as-
sume small-angle rotations, and these simulations
can be computed using significantly less computa-
tional power. An example is presented in which the
new method has been implemented in MATLAB and
applied to a hypothetical TLP-based floating wind
turbine. A free-vibration case illustrates numerical
stability and the numerical conservation of energy.
A more realistic case includes structural response to
wind and wave forcing; results of the simplified 2-
D method are critically compared to those resulting
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from solution of the complete 3-DOF system.

Perhaps the most significant existing computa-
tional tool for simulating the dynamic behavior of
floating offshore wind turbines is the NREL FAST
computer program [3]. FAST is a comprehensive
aero-elastic simulator for which recent developments
enable hydrodynamic transfer functions computed
using an existing code (WAMIT) [4] to be applied
with irregular seas to predict overall floating wind
turbine response. The work presented here is fun-
damentally different from the core of the NREL
FAST model. FAST solves the dynamic equations
of motion in a conventional way in which the or-
der of the angles of rotation is not considered. This
method results in a non-orthonormal transformation
matrix between Cartesian coordinate systems, which
is made mathematically orthonormal by the Frobe-
nius norm. The Frobenius norm enables FAST to
have reasonable accuracy for angular motions up to
around 20 degrees [5]. The new methodology pre-
sented here enables solution of the non-linear rota-
tional equations of motion for large-amplitude mo-
tion of a rigid body. No mathematical correction is
needed because sequenced Euler angles are used di-
rectly throughout development and solution of the
equations of motion.

In other work relevant to floating wind turbines,
Nielsen et al. (2006) [6] applied experimental and
numerical simulation to investigate pitch and surge
responses of a spar-type floating offshore wind tur-
bine subject to both wind and wave forcing in the
frequency domain. The kinematic model of the tur-
bine included the effect of gyro moments associated
with precession and nutation, but the underlying the-
ory is applicable to only small-angles. Shim et al.
(2006) [7] developed a numerical time-domain model
for fully coupled dynamic analysis of a floating wind
turbine. FAST was used to demonstrate the nonlin-
earity of both structural motions and external forc-
ing, including the blade-rotor dynamics, mooring dy-
namics, and platform motion. Small angle theory
was also applied in that work.

The work presented here differs from prior work
in that here the complete rotational dynamics prob-
lem is developed and solved in terms of Euler angles,
explicitly considering the order of angular rotations.
The first critical step in rigorous treatment of the dy-
namic system is development of optimal coordinate
systems.

2. Coordinate Systems: Coordinate systems
(X,Y, Z) and (x, y, z) both originate at the center of
mass of the moving body (Fig. 1). The (X,Y, Z) sys-
tem is non-rotating, while (x, y, z) rotates with the

z-axis remaining fixed at the centerline of the mov-
ing tower. Angular differences between these coor-
dinate systems define a set of independent Euler an-
gles, (θ1, θ2, η). The angle θ1 lies between the vertical
Z, and the tower centerline, z, with positive rota-
tions right-handed about the positive x-axis. Angle
θ2 lies between Y and yp with positive right-handed
along positive Z; yp is the projection of y on the
horizontal X-Y plane, and opposite to the projec-
tion of z onto X-Y . The first two Euler angles, θ1
and θ2, fully define the location of the (x, y, z) coor-
dinate system. The third Euler angle, η, describes a
rotation about the moving z-axis, with positive rota-
tions being right-handed about positive z. This third
Euler angle is mathematically defined, and does not
describe a measurable position of the moving tower.
Euler velocity, η̇, is necessary to describe the absolute
velocity of the tower, and η̈ enables the sum of the
accelerations around the z-axis to sum to the total
acceleration of the body in space (Eqn. (11), later).
A fourth angle, θ3, describes physical rotation of the
tower about its own centerline; θ3 is a function of the
three Euler angles, but is not an Euler angle itself.

For large angular displacements in space, the or-
der in which the angles of rotation are applied is
important; there are twelve possible Euler angles se-
quences. Here, a 3-1-3 sequence is used to describe
the position of the rotating tower (e.g., [8]). The
three rotational axes are x, y and z, so a 3-1-3 se-
quence indicates the Euler sequence is z-x-z, or in
detail: 1) first, rotate the upright tower about the
z-axis (then coincident with Z) through an angle θ2
measured in the horizontal plane XOY ; 2) next, ro-
tate the resultant tower about the resulting x-axis
through an angle θ1 measured in the vertical plane
ZOyp, and 3) finally, rotate the tower about the
new z-axis (not coincident with Z for non-zero θ1)
through the third Euler angle, η. The Euler equa-
tions of motion are derived and solved in terms of θ2,
θ1, and η in the 3-1-3 sequence. This combination
enables considerable simplification in the derivation
of Euler’s kinematic equations, which in turn results
in dramatically simpler equations of motion, and im-
proved numerical efficiency.

3. Precession and Nutation: The rotor nacelle
assembly (RNA) is rigidly mounted to the tower in
this single-body problem. However, it is necessary
to describe the motion of the RNA because the wind
force is a function of precession angle, φ, and nu-
tation angle, θ. Precession describes the horizontal
orientation of the RNA, and is the angle between the
Y - and Bp-axes, positive around the positive Z-axis;
Bp is the projection of spin axis, B, on the horizon-
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Figure 1: Coordinate systems (X,Y, Z) and (x, y, z)

tal plane. Precession is generally a function of both
nacelle yaw and tower motion, but for wind force cal-
culations, tower motion effects on φ can reasonably
be neglected.

Nutation describes the orientation of the RNA
from horizontal. Nutation angle, θ, is measured from
the Z-axis to the B-axis, with θ = −π/2 defining a
horizontal B-axis. The angle α is the difference be-
tween the yp-axis and Bp, the projection of the spin
axis onto the horizontal: α = φ−θ2, with positive in
the same direction as φ. The combination of angles
φ and θ indicates the difference between the wind di-
rection and the orientation of the moving spin axis.

Trigonometric expressions for the nutation an-
gle can be obtained by geometrical insight (Fig. 2).
Perspective is improved by temporarily rotating the
(x, y, z) coordinate system such that the x-axis is ver-
tical. Clarity of perspective is improved by showing
both θ1 and α with negative values, which has no
influence on the geometrical derivation. Also, the B-
axis is translated to OB. Here, x-, B- and y-axes are
coplanar. OBp is the intersection line between the
planes xOyp and ZOB. An additional plane abc is
constructed parallel to the plane yOz. Thus, the line
ab is parallel to the Z-axis, ac parallel to the y-axis,
and bc parallel to the yp-axis, which implies Ob ⊥ ab,
bc ⊥ ab, Oc ⊥ bc and 6 acb = θ1.
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Figure 2: Rotated (x, y, z) coordinate system for
derivation of nutation angle, θ

The angle λ is defined as the difference between
the Bp- and B-axes in Fig. 2. Setting Oa = 1 in the
right triangle abO results in Ob = cosλ, ab = sinλ
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and thus in the right triangle abc, bc = sinλ/tan θ1.
Then in the right triangle Ocb, sin(π2 − α) = bc/Ob,
such that λ = arctan(tan θ1 cosα):

θ = −π

2
+ λ (1)

θ = −π

2
+ arctan(tan θ1 cosα) (2)

4. Rotational Motion of the Combined Tower
and RNA: Beginning at first principles, the sum of
the moments resulting from externally applied forces
about the center of mass of a body in a translating-
rotating system, (x, y, z), equals the change of the
momentum within the coordinate system plus that
associated with the movement of the coordinate sys-
tem (e.g. [8]):

∑
~M =

˙~HO = (
˙~HO)xyz +

~Ω× ~HO (3)

Vector ~Ω describes the angular velocity of (x, y, z)
with respect to (X,Y, Z). The x-, y- and z-axes
are chosen as the principal axes of the body, so the
products of inertia in ~HO disappear, and locating
the coordinate system at the center of mass decou-
ples the rotational and translational degrees of free-
dom. For this work, this decoupling enables solution
of the rotational degrees of freedom without regard
for the translational; alternatively, it would also be
straightforward to include these independent trans-
lational DOF’s if needed. Following e.g. Hibbeler [8],
Eqn. (3) expands to three scalar equations:

∑
Mx = Ixω̇x − IyωyΩz + IzωzΩy (4)

∑
My = Iyω̇y − IzωzΩx + IxωxΩz (5)

∑
Mz = Izω̇z − IxωxΩy + IyωyΩx (6)

where ~ω describes the rotation of the tower in space.
The more conventional form of Eqns (4)–(6) has

~ω = ~Ω, such that the coordinate system is fixed to the
body. The difference between motion of the (x, y, z)

coordinate system, ~Ω, and that of the body, ~ω, is the
Euler angle η: ~ω = ~Ω + η̇~k. The associated Euler
kinematic equations are:

~ω = ωx
~i+ ωy

~j + ωz
~k (7)

= θ̇1~i+ (θ̇2 sin θ1)~j + (θ̇2 cos θ1 + η̇)~k (8)

Continuing to follow e.g. [8], component-wise ex-
pressions for ω, ω̇ and Ω are substituted into a
component-wise expansion of Eqn. (3). Here, the
RNA is treated as a point-mass centered on top of

the symmetrical tower such that Ix = Iy = I. The
resulting Euler dynamic equations are:

∑
Mx = I(θ̈1 − θ̇22 sin θ1 cos θ1) +

Iz θ̇2 sin θ1(θ̇2 cos θ1 + η̇) (9)∑
My = I(θ̈2 sin θ1 + 2θ̇1θ̇2 cos θ1)−

Iz θ̇1(θ̇2 cos θ1 + η̇) (10)∑
Mz = Iz(η̈ + θ̈2 cos θ1 − θ̇1θ̇2 sin θ1) (11)

The moments on the left hand side of Eqns. (9)–(11)
are externally applied about the mass center of the
body:

∑
Mx = Mwindx +Mwavex −Mθ1 (12)

∑
My = Mwindy +Mwavey (13)

∑
Mz = Mwindz +Mwavez −Mθ3 (14)

where environmental forcing Mwind and Mwave are
decomposed to x-, y- and z-directions; Mθ1 and Mθ3

represent the restoring moments and are along the
positive directions of x- and z-axes, respectively.
In some applications it may be convenient to ex-
press the torsional restoring moment of the verti-
cal mooring system projected onto the z-axis as
Mθ3 = KZθZ cos θ1. The twist of the mooring sys-
tem, θZ , is obtained by integrating θ̇Z , which is found
by projecting the Euler angular velocities onto the
Z-axis:

θ̇Z = θ̇2 + η̇ cos θ1 (15)

5. Reduction to a 2-DOF System: The ab-
solute angular velocity and acceleration of the tower
rotation about the z-axis are the ~k-direction compo-
nents of Eqn. (8) and its derivative:

θ̇3 = η̇ + θ̇2 cos θ1 (16)

θ̈3 = η̈ + θ̈2 cos θ1 − θ̇1θ̇2 sin θ1 (17)

Substituting Eqns. (16) and (17) into Eqns. (9)–(11)
results in equations of motion in terms of three phys-
ical degrees of freedom (θ1, θ2, θ3):

∑
Mx = I(θ̈1 − θ̇22 sin θ1 cos θ1) +

Iz θ̇2 sin θ1θ̇3 (18)∑
My = I(θ̈2 sin θ1 +

2θ̇1θ̇2 cos θ1)− Iz θ̇1θ̇3 (19)∑
Mz = Iz θ̈3 (20)

Solution of these equations as equations of motion
is impractical because the variable θ3 is not indepen-
dent of θ1 and θ2. However, for some applications,
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θ3 may be unimportant. Tall, slender towers have θ1
and θ2 as the dominant degrees of freedom because
they have both larger excursions and larger moments
of inertia. Assuming the moment of inertia about the
centerline of the tower, Iz, is much smaller than those
in the θ1- and θ2-directions, i.e., Iz ≈ 0:

∑
Mx = I(θ̈1 − θ̇22 sin θ1 cos θ1) (21)

∑
My = I(θ̈2 sin θ1 + 2θ̇1θ̇2 cos θ1) (22)

∑
Mz = 0 (23)

which reduces the equations of motion to only 2 in-
dependent Euler Angles. The effects of this simpli-
fication are assessed through critical comparison in
the Example section of this paper.

6. Transformations for Wind Forcing: The
environmental forcing in Eqns. (12)-(14) can be com-
puted considering both the wind and waves acting on
the structure, and the relative motion of the tower
through the air and water. To obtain wind forc-
ing in terms of the (x, y, z) coordinate system, the
wind forces are first calculated in (X,Y, Z) and then
decomposed onto (x, y, z) which are finally used to
compute the moments. The linear velocity of the
RNA through the air is computed from the angular
velocities:

~vθ1 = ~̇θ1 × ~r = θ̇1l (24)

~vθ2 = ~̇θ2 × ~r = θ̇2l sin θ1 (25)

where ~vθ1 and ~vθ2 are linear-velocity components at
a location along the z-axis (here, the RNA); angu-
lar velocity ~vθ1 is along the negative direction of the
y-axis and ~vθ2 is along the positive direction of the x-
axis. Vector ~r is the radius from O to that location,
and l is the magnitude of ~r.

f
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Figure 3: Coordinate system for derivation of envi-
ronmental forcing

An expression for the velocity of the wind rel-
ative to the RNA, Vrb, along the negative B-axis,
can be developed from Eqns. (24) and (25) and di-
rection cosines, which can be derived geometrically
or through use of transformation matrices (Part 2 of
this series):

~Vrb = ~vw + ~vθ1(− cos 6 BOy) + ~vθ2 cos 6 BOx (26)

Vrb = −vw + θ̇1l(cos θ1 sin θ cosα− cos θ sin θ1) +

θ̇2l sin θ1 sin θ sinα (27)

where vw = |~vw| and is along the negative B-axis.
The resulting relative velocity can be used to com-
pute the wind forces acting on the RNA in the
(X,Y, Z) coordinate system, after which they must
be transformed into the (x, y, z) system for appli-
cation in the equations of motion. Decomposing the
thrust force, Fb, onto the (x, y, z) system, calculating
moments as a cross product expressed as a cofactor
expansion, and finally substituting Eqn. (2):

~Mwind = ~r × ~Fb = (28)




~i ~j ~k
0 0 l

−Fb cos 6 BOx −Fb cos 6 BOy −Fb cos 6 BOz




Mwindx = Fbl cos 6 BOy

= Fbl(cos θ sin θ1 − cos θ1 sin θ cosα)
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= Fbl
cosα√

cos2 α+ cos2 θ1 sin
2 α

(29)

Mwindy = −Fbl cos 6 BOx = −Fbl sin θ sinα

= Fbl
cos θ1 sinα√

cos2 α+ cos2 θ1 sin
2 α

(30)

Mwindz = 0 (31)

7. Transformations for Wave Forcing: Sim-
ilar to the calculation of wind forcing, wave forces
are computed in the (X,Y, Z) coordinate system, de-
composed into the (x, y, z) system, and used to com-
pute the moments. Waves are assumed to progress
down the negative Y -axis. The wave kinematic ve-
locity relative to the moving tower is ~Vrt. Determi-
nation of ~Vrt requires expression of velocity vectors
for both the tower and the wave kinematics normal
to the axis of the tower in the (X,Y, Z) coordinate
system. In general, 3-D rotation matrices of a reg-
ular right-handed (x1, x2, x3) coordinate system can
be expressed as e.g. [9]:

Tx1(β) =




1 0 0
0 cosβ − sinβ
0 sinβ cosβ


 (32)

Tx2(β) =




cosβ 0 sinβ
0 1 0

− sinβ 0 cosβ


 (33)

Tx3(β) =




cosβ − sinβ 0
sinβ cosβ 0
0 0 1


 (34)

where, e.g., Tx1(β) indicates rotating some arbitrary
angle, β, about the x1-axis. The 3-1-3 transfor-
mation matrix from a body-fixed coordinate system
to an inertial coordinate system through arbitrary
angles α, β and γ can generally be expressed as
T = Tx3(α)Tx1(β)Tx3(γ). Here, the location of the
centerline of the tower is fully defined by (θ1, θ2),
with the final rotation about the z-axis being irrele-
vant, so the transformation matrix from (x, y, z) to
(X,Y, Z) can be computed from the general form:

Tx3(θ2)Tx1(θ1) =

=




cos 6 XOx cos 6 XOy cos 6 XOz
cos 6 Y Ox cos 6 Y Oy cos 6 Y Oz
cos 6 ZOx cos 6 ZOy cos 6 ZOz


 (35)

TZ(θ2)Tx(θ1) =

=




cos θ2 − cos θ1 sin θ2 sin θ1 sin θ2
sin θ2 cos θ1 cos θ2 − cos θ2 sin θ1
0 sin θ1 cos θ1


 (36)

The instantaneous unit vector along the negative z-
axis can be deduced directly from Fig. 3:

~ez = − cos 6 XOz~iI − cos 6 Y Oz~jI − cos 6 ZOz ~kI
(37)

where ~iI , ~jI and ~kI are unit vectors in the X-, Y -
and Z-directions, and the direction cosines appear as
matrix elements in Equation 36. The unit vector ~ez
can then be used to find the relative normal velocity:

~Vrt = ~ez × (~Vr × ~ez) (38)

where ~Vr is the relative velocity of the wave to the
submerged tower: ~Vr = ~V − ~Vt, in which ~V =
(0, uY , uZ) is the wave kinematic velocity in the
Y OZ plane.

The transformation matrix, Eqn. (36), is again

used to compute the structural velocity, ~Vt. Linear
velocities ~vθ1 and ~vθ2 , are found as in Eqns. (24) and
(25), but with ~r now along the negative direction of
the z-axis for the submerged tower, such that angu-
lar velocity ~vθ1 is along the positive direction of the
y-axis and ~vθ2 is along the negative direction of the
x-axis. Decomposing the linear velocities into the
(X,Y, Z) system:

~Vt = ~vθ1,XY Z + ~vθ2,XY Z (39)

= (~vθ1 cos 6 XOy − ~vθ2 cos 6 XOx)~i+

(~vθ1 cos 6 Y Oy − ~vθ2 cos 6 Y Ox)~j +

(~vθ1 cos 6 ZOy − ~vθ2 cos 6 ZOx)~k (40)

It may also be useful to know the absolute kine-
matic wave-particle acceleration in absence of tower

motion, ~̇Vn. Similar to Eqn. (38), the normal com-

ponent of wave acceleration, ~̇Vn, can be expressed
as:

~̇Vn = ~ez × ( ~̇V × ~ez) (41)

where ~̇V = (0, ˙uY , u̇Z) is the wave acceleration vector
in the Y OZ plane.

Wave moments in the (x, y, z) coordinate sys-
tem necessary for application in the Euler equations
of motion can be computed using the relative ve-
locities and accelerations resulting from Eqns. (38)
and (41) at finite slices of the cylinder, then trans-
forming the resulting forces into the (x, y, z) system
(Eqn. (36)) and numerically integrating over the sub-
merged length of the tower:

~fn,xyz = [TZ(θ2)Tx(θ1)]
−1 ~fn (42)
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~Mwave =

∫

r

(~r × ~fn,xyz)dr (43)

~Mwave = Mwavex
~i+Mwavey

~j +Mwavez
~k (44)

where Mwavex, Mwavey and Mwavez are three com-
ponents of the moments of wave forces in the (x, y, z)
coordinate system. In practice, the integral in
Eqn. (43) is computed as a finite sum. Use of relative
velocities in computation of wave forcing introduces
damping in the θ1- and θ2-directions. Any damp-
ing in the θ3-direction can be added directly to the
L.H.S. of Eqn. (14).

8. Example: The new methodologies are applied
to a TLP-based floating wind turbine to compute
angular motions in the time domain. Both the 3-D
rotational equations (9)-(11) and the simplified 2-
D equations (21)-(22) have been implemented in a
MATLAB code that solves the equations of motion in
the time domain using an existing ordinary differen-
tial equation solver (ODE45). Results are presented
for three cases: 1) a free-vibration case, in absence of
wind, wave, or damping to verify physically realistic
behavior and that the equations of motion conserve
energy, 2) a forced-vibration case that includes exci-
tation by steady wind and regular sinusoidal waves
for the complete 3-D rotational equations of motion,
and finally 3) the same forced vibration case, but
the simplified 2-D equations of motion are applied.
Results of the 3-D and 2-D equations of motion are
critically compared for this example structure.

Physical properties of the RNA including iner-
tial moments are taken from a study of a 5MW off-
shore wind turbine [10]. Dimensions and inertial
properties of the tower and the mooring system (Fig-
ure 4) are taken from an undergraduate student de-
sign project at Texas A&M University [11] because
no full-scale TLP-based floating turbines have yet
been built. The mass moment of inertia of the tower,
I = Ix = Iy, is 9.155E9kg·m2. The restoring moment
in the θ1-direction is taken as Mθ1 = Kθ1θ1. Stiff-
ness Kθ1 varies from 0.25E10 N-m/rad for a vertical
tower to 3.5E10 N-m/rad at θ1 = 1.5 rad and includes
both hydrostatic stiffness and mechanical stiffness of
the mooring system. Any gyroscopic effects of the
spinning rotor are neglected. All simulations begin
with initial conditions: θ1 = θ2 = 0.5 rad, η = 0 rad,
θ̇1 = θ̇2 = η̇ = 0.05 rad/s, and φ = 0.5 rad.

The environmental conditions for the forced cases
are: wind speed at hub height: 18.2 m/s, peak-to-
trough wave height: 5.0 m, wave period: 11.2 sec-
onds. Wind force computations include motion of
the rotor through the air, but the horizontal project
of the spin axis is assumed to point directly into

the wind, regardless of tower motion. Water particle
kinematics are evaluated using linear wave theory.

902.5 m

115 m

R 55 m

SWL

97.5 m

52.5 m

Figure 4: Example turbine tower

The thrust force for wind perpendicular to the
swept area of the blades is approximately (e.g., [6]):

Fb =
1

2
CT ρaAbV

2
rb (45)

where ρa is the density of air; Ab is the swept area
of the blades; CT is the thrust coefficient. The force
is in the direction of Vrb, the velocity of the wind
relative to the RNA along the negative B-axis.

Wave loads are estimated using the well-known
Morison equation in the (X,Y, Z) system (e.g., [12]):

~fn = Cmρ
π

4
D2 ~̇Vn − Caρ

π

4
D2 ~̇Vt +

1

2
ρCdD~Vrt|~Vrt|

(46)
where ρ is the density of sea water; D is the diameter
of the tower; Cm is the inertia coefficient; Ca is the
added mass coefficient, and Cd is the drag coefficient.
All velocities, accelerations and forces are normal to
the central axis of the tower: ~fn is the wave force per
unit length of the tower (Fig. 3). The kinematic ac-

celeration normal to the axis of the tower is ~̇Vn. The
second acceleration term, which includes the tower

acceleration ~̇Vt, is technically a force resulting from a
hydrodynamic pressure, but this term effectively has
been moved to the inertial side of the equation as
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the basis for calculation of added mass. Added mass
is included in the calculation of the center of mass
and moment of inertia of the body, and so should not
be included here. The result is that the relative ve-
locity, ~Vrt, is applied in the Morison drag term, but
the absolute acceleration, ~Vn, is applied in the accel-
eration term. For a symmetrical tower, wave forces
resulting from Eqn. (46) are independent of θ3, but
velocities in the θ3-direction do introduce meaningful
damping. Damping in the θ3-direction can be added

directly to the L.H.S. of Eqn. (14) as Cz θ̇3

∣∣∣θ̇3
∣∣∣.

8.1 Case 1 - Free vibration: Fig. 5 shows a
time-history of tower motions. Euler angle θ1 corre-
sponds to centerline of the tower leaning away from
the vertical Z-axis, and θ2 indicates the angle of rev-
olution around the Z-axis. Angle θ1 cannot change
sign: jumps of π radians in θ2 correspond to the
tower passing through a vertical position. The mono-
tonic increase in θ2 indicates continuous tower rev-
olution around the vertical Z-axis. The third Euler
angle, η, is also shown. The divergence between η
and θ2 is reasonable since the twist of the mooring
system must have a zero mean and θ̇Z = θ̇2+ η̇ cos θ1
(Eqn. 15).

Finally, Fig. 5 does not show any change in en-
ergy as the process progresses in time, which is ap-
propriate for undamped free vibration. Much longer
simulations have also been observed to conserve sys-
tem energy.
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Figure 5: Case 1: Free Vibration

8.2 Case 2 - 3-D angular motion with
steady wind and regular waves: Figs. 6–8 show
time-histories resulting from simulation including
wind and wave forcing, using the full 3-D equations

of motion. Aerodynamic and hydrodynamic damp-
ing are implicitly included in the θ1 and θ2 direc-
tions, and viscous damping is applied to the θ3 di-
rection. The figures show angular motions induced
by the initial conditions of the simulation die out rel-
atively quickly. There is an apparent phase-coupling
between the three Euler angles in Fig. 6, but self-
rotation of the tower is space, θ3, which is a combi-
nation of θ1, θ2 and η, does not appear to be phase-
linked to these Euler angles. After about t = 40 sec,
the θ2 motion has alternating positive and negative
jumps; these jumps, which occur at minimum θ1, in-
dicate the tower is moving back and forth across the
direction of the wind. Fig. 7 shows the self-rotation
of the tower about the z-axis, which has a non-zero
mean; self-rotation is not equivalent to rotation at
the mooring system, θZ , because the z-axis is mov-
ing in space. Fig. 8 shows the nutation of the RNA.
The wind force causes θ to have mean slightly less
than the -π/2 (-1.57 radians) of a vertical tower. The
longer 1,000 second simulation time also shows that
after the initial transients die-out the dynamic be-
havior does remain reasonably steady.
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Figure 6: Case 2: Motions due to wind and waves
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Figure 7: Case 2: Self-rotation of the tower
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Figure 8: Case 2: Nutation of the RNA

8.3 Case 3 - Reduction to 2 Degrees of
Freedom: Figs. 9 and 10 show time-histories result-
ing from simulation of a forced vibration case being
solved using the simplified 2-D Euler equations of
motion (Eqns. (21)-(22)). The forcing, damping and
initial conditions are the same as in Case 2. Com-
paring Figs. 6 and 9, it is apparent that the general
behavior and magnitude of the tower motion is well
predicted using only two degrees of freedom, though
there is a slight change in the θ1 and θ2 response fre-
quencies (23 peaks in Fig. 6 vs 22 in Fig. 9). Com-
paring Figs. 8 and 10, however, shows that prediction
of the nutation angle is compromised by the simpli-
fied method in both magnitude and frequency. This
discrepancy results from the fact that nutation, θ, is
linked to the relationship between φ and θ2, and φ is
closely related to the θ3 motion of the tower, which
is not computed as part of the simplified procedure.
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Figure 9: Case 3: Angular motions computed using
2-D Equations of Motion
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Figure 10: Case 3: Nutation of the RNA computed
using 2-D Equations of Motion

9. Conclusions: A set of 3-1-3 sequence Euler
angles is introduced to describe the rigid-body mo-
tion of a floating wind turbine as a single rigid body,
without consideration of nacelle yaw or blade spin
(Fig. 1). Euler’s equations of motion are analyti-
cally derived (Eqns. (9)–(11)) for numerical solution
in the time-domain. Transformations between the
non-rotating (X,Y, Z) and rotating (x, y, z) coordi-
nate systems are developed in terms of Euler angles
for the rigid body (Eqn. (36)) such that motions and
environmental forcing can be transformed at each
time step. The procedure enables time-domain sim-
ulations to include full coupling between the external
moments and the motion of the body. A simplified
version of the Euler equations of motion is also de-
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veloped in which the rotation of the tower about its
own centerline is neglected (Eqns. (21)–(22)).

An example shows simulation results from a
MATLAB implementation of the complete 3-D Eu-
ler dynamics equations and also of the simplified 2-D
version. A free vibration case of complete 3-D version
demonstrates the effectiveness of the Euler dynamics
equations. Two forced-vibration cases are also pre-
sented to compare results of the 3-D and 2-D versions
of the solution. Both the complete Euler equations of
motion and its simplified version offer similar θ1 and
θ2 motions, which dominate the dynamic behavior of
the system. More recent work builds upon this one
free body diagram dynamic model to consider the
RNA and tower as separate bodies, enabling quan-
tification of the important dynamic effects of nacelle
yaw and rotor spin. Ongoing work in this area is to
reformulate and expand the overall methodology to
the general motion of n rigid bodies. The general-
ized solution may be relevant to a broad variety of
rotating machinery subject to angular acceleration.
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11. Nomenclature:

(X,Y, Z): Translating coordinate system with re-
spect to the earth, with the origin O fixed at
the center of mass of the tower

(x, y, z): Rotating coordinate system with the origin
O fixed at the center of mass of the tower; the z-
axis is fixed on the centerline of the tower while
the x- and y-axes rotate about the z-axis inde-
pendent of body rotations about that axis.

(Xn, Yn, Zn): Translating coordinate system with re-
spect to the earth, with the origin O′ fixed at
the center of mass of the RNA

(A,B,C): Rotating coordinate system with the ori-
gin O′ fixed at the center of mass of the RNA

B-axis: Spinning axis of the blades

Bp-axis: Horizontal projection of the B-axis on the
XOY plane

yp-axis: Horizontal projection of the y-axis on the
XOY plane

(θ1, θ2, η): Three 3-1-3 sequence Euler angles used to
describe the rotation of the tower, where θ1 is
measured from the Z-axis to the z-axis with the
positive direction along the x-axis; θ2 is mea-
sured from the X-axis to the x-axis with the
positive direction along the Z-axis; η is the rota-
tion along the z-axis with the positive direction
along the z-axis.

θ3: Physical self-rotation of the tower in the space
with the positive direction along the z-axis

(φ, θ, ψ): Three 3-1-3 sequence Euler angles used to
describe the rotation of the RNA, also called
precession, nutation and spin angles, where φ is
measured from the Y -axis to the Bp-axis with
the positive direction along the Z-axis; θ is mea-
sured from the Z-axis to the B-axis with the
positive direction along the C-axis; ψ is the spin-
ning around the B-axis with the positive direc-
tion along the B-axis.

λ: Measured from the Bp-axis to the B-axis with
the positive direction along the C-axis

α: Measured from the yp-axis to the Bp-axis with
the positive direction along the Z-axis

CT : Thrust coefficient, used to calculate the wind
forces on the blades swept area
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